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The new EP from Mythos is the fresh injection of quality music the genre
needed, after a long hot summer and with autumn now in flow we can reflect
upon this really charming collection of great sounds from the artist.
The smoothness of the first piece entitled Kawakari is such a perfect place for
us to start, as it has a lovely energy about its construction. I adore the guitar
combination with the wordless vocals; the percussion gently drives this song
along and manifests a wonderful start to this compilation of fine tracks.
Mythos named the project for this ep Eros, and well named it is indeed, living
here in Cyprus he is well known for more than one reason. I believe Eros in
Greek means Desire and some people still to this day believe he is one of the
sons of Aphrodite, the goddess of our country. The wordless vocals on the title
track could easily be Aphrodite calling out for Eros over the eons of time. The
syncopation of the percussion is divine, but as a guitarist myself I simply fell in
love with the melodic creation of this track, one I could listen to for ages.
The blissful rhythms of Cantana are up next, the back drop of a lush mood
filled synthesiser is here too, the keyboards symbiotic collaboration with the
overall mix is sublime, but the addition of a light guitar and vocalisations which
were added have taken this particular piece to a whole new level.
We drift to the penultimate doorway of this release and come across an
offering entitled Allure, the repeating motif on the keyboards sets the scene,
and then the genius of the acoustic guitar manifest something so very special
indeed, a track filled with such a sumptuous global and chilled world beat, all

to a very clever backdrop of some very gentle, but crafted synths and
keyboards.
The final portal on the ep is entitled Song from a Sad Dream. The acoustic
qualities here of the guitar are vital in creating a reflective mood, the whole
piece contains such a moving energy about its arrangement and is very well
named, the added element of an almost symphonic texture in this composition
has created something deeply moving and emotive.
Eros by Mythos is a very classy production of five quality tracks produced by
artists who clearly are masters of their trade, each of the compositions have
been manifested with care, attention and partnered with a sublime production
of excellence. So if you need your day lightened and you wish to bathe in music
of a superior nature, then I would recommend the all-encompassing Eros by
Mythos it is simply delightful.

